Items from the Don Sisel Collection

1. “Boston”; aerial shot of the city; people getting off airplane; farm equipment in field; men loading rectangular hay bales onto conveyor belt which lifts them up into bar; people working in garden; people washing cow; man washing hog; parade footage; woman in front of store drinking something and talking; barnyard animals; farm machinery in field; car pulls up, man gets out and opens car door for woman, they walk toward camera and he kisses her; car pulls up, man gets out, bird flies to him and lands on his arm.

2. “Deer Hunt”; mountains; men in coats and other winter gear with guns; deer running; men building something made out of wood outside in snow; footage of men standing in truck bed stringing up deer carcasses on the wooden structure they just made; men stroking fur on deer carcasses; group shot in front of deer carcasses; men taking deer carcasses down from structure and loading them into truck bed; piles of lumber; controlled fire; car driving down road; one deer carcass hanging from structure; close-up of dead deer’s head and face; men in cloaks exiting church.

3. Men walking on roadside with guns; farm equipment in snowy field; men loading extremely large bale of hay onto trailer;

4. “Sandhills—Brono—11. Brd. Color guard—11. Farm somewhere between 75th—1958”; lake footage; man throwing dead fish back into lake; dirt road; small hills; parade footage; ferris wheel; geese; person with calf; woman feeding birds; boy loading things into car;

5. “Cleveland”; film a double exposure; not viewed;

6. “Loma Church. Atuer yard steeple”; boy sitting on ground aiming gun; animal in tree; boys riding on horses without saddles; boy driving tractor; boy pulling calf by rope around neck; boy shooting gun; boys eating corn on the cob; boy milking cow; man in harness being hoisted up church steeple; man painting top of steeple;

7. “Cleveland. D.C. 4th of July”; cars going around track; man carrying dead animal, dogs walking alongside him; man holds up dead raccoon by back feet; man feeding pig, dogs fighting; man driving tractor; boy on horse; woman feeding horse carrot; group of women walking together; person feeding chickens; man golfing; people lowering boat into water; fish swimming with lure stuck in mouth (?); man holding up dead fish; shore; boat on water; footage of swimming pool; women walking down sidewalk together holding hands; church; Lincoln capitol building; women on steps in front of statue of Abraham Lincoln; field; boy picking up and rearranging bundles of hay; flowers; parade footage; beauty pageant on gazebo; building being constructed; chicken;

8. “Boston”; footage as taken from boat; airplane flying; sailboats on water; people in row boat; aerial shot of city; plane landing as shot from inside; more extensive footage as taken from moving boat; cliff; man mowing lawn; man drives up in car, gets out; shot of airplane taking off as taken from inside; family together in living room; man sets dog on counter; man and woman at piano; girl holding dog in armchair, boy reaching over to pet dog;
9. “Joann Jisa Wedding. Bernice...”; people at table eating; shot of people serving food; family in living room; deer grazing; people gathering tobacco leaves and putting them on large wooden structure; oil rig; bridal party at long table; bride and groom kiss; different bride and groom feeding each other wedding cake; hogs on farm; woman gets hog to lie down, she sits on it; man playing with puppies; man holding chicken;
10. “Wilbur & Prague plus fishing at Verdigre”; chickens eating from human hand; birds flying; baby ducks; child holding a bundle of lettuce, chicken picking at it; jets flying; stunt plane with red and blue smoke trails doing stunts; parade footage; cars racing around track; hilly countryside; man dumps sack of fish on ground; men holding up dead fish; boat on water; airplane after crash(?); boy on horse; child in little red wagon being pulled by horse; child chasing flock of geese; children setting up tent outside;
11. Black Hawk films presents “Big Game Animals of Kruger National Park”;
12. Wild Life Films presents “Coyote!”
13. Castle Films presents “Woody Woodpecker in Reckless Driver”;
14. “Florida”; road as shot from moving car; roadside motel; little boy on tricycle; man washing car; beach; beached dolphin (or possibly small whale?); sea gulls; blimp; sea gulls fighting over food; tunnel; man fishing; ship on water; people in crowded arena; cars racing; boy with toy gun; modes of missiles; countryside as shot from moving car;
15. Wild Life Films presents “Pronghorn Antelope”
16. Wild Life Films presents “The Rocky Mountain Elk”
17. Cine Art presents “Jungle Giants”
18. “R&P”; man in row boat; dam; lake shore; small building in field; sheep on hillside; countryside; sea gull; child chasing small rodent; hilly area; man reaching into hole and pulling out dead rodent (gopher?); men holding up dead rodents, comparing size;
19. Hollywood Film Enterprises Inc. presents “Forty Years of Aviation”;
20. “Misc. on farm”; child sledding; people sawing logs from large lumber pile into smaller pieces and loading them into truck; man driving tractor pulling load; child riding cow and pulling her tail; cow licking child’s face; pigs and piglets; boy playing with kittens; boy shooting arrows, man joins him; boy playing with dogs; farm machinery in field; chickens running out of hen house; boy riding horse;
21. “Shelling corn. Jack on horse. Threshing at home”; large piece of farm equipment shelling corn; man on tractor in field; shot of hay piles in field; chickens pecking at ground; young man feeding small black bird; man and woman with bag conversing; boy riding horse around field; person gathering hay bales left in field; people loading hay into cart; field; man holding up dead animal;
22. “B+B Dwight Wilber”; parade footage (possibly part of some sort of heritage celebration); woman on stage in some sort of folk dress; children in folk dress doing folk dance; woman on stage playing accordion and child singing; overturned car on roadside; marching band; more parade footage;
23. “Loma Wedding—Lincoln—Races, Parade Holidays. Race track”; car driven off of roadside into ditch, crowd gathered around it, ambulance driving away; parade footage; motorcycles going around race track; people on ground bowing;
24. “Sisel threshing crew. Dare devils. Bird festival. Foreign countries. Tug of war. Stork car races Sisel 1954”; group shot; men working with giant hay pile; horses pulling cart loaded down with hay; man pitching hay onto conveyor belt; farm hands sitting in shade of tree; woman playing with dogs; hilly area; cars and motorcycles racing around track doing stunts; parade footage; deer carcass flung over car; deer carcass hung from wooden structure;

25. Parade footage, including floats, cars, people on horses, etc.

26. Go-karts (?) pulling things around track; people in folk dress on risers singing; people in park; people waiting in line; people at picnic tables; helicopter in field taking off; aerial view of town; people at festival of some sort; parade footage;

27. Extensive parade footage including cars, floats, people marching, and horses; people pushing car; people walking about streets; carnival rides;

28. Entirely parade footage, mostly floats;

29. Farm machinery in field; dirt road; cars on road;